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English:

L.O: To recap on features of a letter.
Today we are going to plan a letter.
We are going to be writing a letter
from Oliver to his parents. Think
about the features of a letter;
greeting, formal/informal, date,
address, paragraphs.

Task:

Order the letter by thinking about the
layout. What should go at the top? Where
should the greeting come? Read the
paragraphs and think about what you
might talk about first.

Children’s mental health week

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ih
hCq44ar8
Here is a book to read about worries
because it is ok to worry!
But there are ways that
we can help our worries.

Handwriting –

We are going to focus on our fine
motor skills today! Create your own
activity to help develop the muscles
in your hands.
If you complete this before our
second call then we can ‘show and
tell’.

Maths – children should complete the maths sheet before the video call as
this is based on previous learning.

Today we are going to be adding pound and pence together. We are going
to be thinking about how to convert pence to pounds. Here is the link for
today’s lesson: Spr3.4.4 - Convert pounds and pence on Vimeo

Oliver and the Seawigs
Chapter 2 - Read pages
22 – 27.

1. What does shrugging
mean?
2. Is this an adjective or
verb? Explain your
answer.
3. What does opinion
mean?
4. ‘Following the golden
pathway that the
evening sun had painted
on the waves.’ What do
they mean here?
Challenge:
Draw a picture for this
sentence: the golden pathway
that the evening sun had
painted on the waves.
Remember to use full sentences and
challenge yourself to use conjunctions
and exciting verbs/adjectives.

Maths – Money
Wind and Wink
What we know already:
Each coin has a different value.
We can look at the number on
the coin to help us.

Key words:
money
Value
pounds
pence
amount
convert

What we need to know:

If I see a note then I know that this
is pounds. I can add the value
together by starting with the notes,
then adding the pounds and then
adding the coins.

£10 + £5 = £15
£15 + £1 + £1 = £17
£17 + 20p + 5p + 1p = £17.26
The value of the pound comes first
and then the pence comes after
the dot.

5p + 5p + 1p + 1p + 2p = 14p
20p + 20p + 1p + 1p
50p + 20p + 20p + 1p + 2p

= 42p
= 93p

When we are adding coins together
we can think of their value.

Maths

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z73r87h

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zxw7tfr

To continue to recap on
previous learning, here is
a Flashback 4.
Click on the picture to
take you to an online
number square. This will
help you practise
counting in 8s, 4s and 3s.

English Working Wall

L.O: to understand
where commas go
in a list.
Comma’s go in a
list after each
item, apart from
the last item when
you use ‘and’.
They saw a
village, alligators
in a swamp,
monkeys and a
bear in a car.

Use this working wall to help remember what
we have already learnt.

L.O: to understand
formal and
informal letters.

L.O: To use words
and phrases to
describe a setting.

L.O: To recap on
the features of a
letter.

Formal – writing
for a specific
purpose.

A setting is a place
or surroundings.

Features of a
letter: greeting,
formal/informal,
date, address,
paragraphs.

Informal –
friendly and
talking with
people you are
familiar with.

Think of exciting
verbs, adjectives and
phrases.
The dinghy was in
the water.
The orange dinghy
rasped against the
sand.

Starting
paragraph – why
you are writing
the letter.

English - task
Order the letter by
thinking about:
What comes at the top of
a letter? (How do we
know where to send it)
How do you start a
letter?

Why would you say
‘thank you again’?

Wednesday

If you cannot cook or bake
anything then why not
draw your healthy snack
and then write the recipe.

Handwriting
Today we are going to think
about our fine motor skills.
Complete one of the
activities.
If you do no have access to
any you could make your
own!
You could put hole in a
piece of paper and thread a
shoes lace through (like
sewing).

You could use
recycling to make
something

